PROPOSED SIGN

VIDEO GAMES

SCHEMATIC ONLY, LETTERING FORMAT TO MATCH EXISTING CANOPY SIGNS
COINS - TOYS - COMICS

Schematic only, lettering format to match existing canopy signs

Proposed Sign: “VIDEO GAMES” and “COINS – TOYS – COMICS”

Size: (15’ X 1’) = 15 SF
Existing Sign:  "BAG LADIES ANTIQUE MALL & ANTIQUES"

Size:  (15’ X 1’) = 15 SF
Existing Sign:  "THE BEST LITTLE HAIR HOUSE"

Size:  (11' X 1') = 11 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #2

Existing Sign: "TALLY'S SILVER SPOON W/ LOGO"

Size: (24' X 1') = 24 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #3

Existing Sign:  "TALLY'S SILVER SPOON W/ LOGO"

Size:  (24’ X 1’) = 24 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #4

Existing Sign: "THE BEST LITTLE HAIR HOUSE"

Size: (11’ X 1’) = 11 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #5

Existing Sign:  “CHRISTIAN SCIENCE READING ROOM”

Size:  (10’ X 1’) = 10 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #6

Existing Sign: “FABRIC – MACHINES - CLASSES”

Size: (12’ X 1’) = 12 SF
EXISTING SIGN TO REMAIN #7

Existing Sign: “QUILT CONNECTION ETC”
Size: (8’ X 1’) = 8 SF